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Abstract—A cross-polar reduction technique for dual-
polarization reflectarray antennas is proposed. This technique 
is based on the determination of the rotation angle of each 
reflectarray element that minimizes the cross-polar components 
of the electric and magnetic fields reflected by that particular 
element in each polarization under local periodicity assumption. 
The results obtained with the cross-polar reduction technique 
have been validated by comparison with results provided by 
the commercial software CST®. The technique has been applied 
to the reduction of the cross-polarization radiated by a dual-
polarization transmit-receive reflectarray antenna. The results 
obtained after cross-polar reduction show minimum values of 
cross-polar discrimination of 35 dB for one polarization and 40 
dB for the orthogonal polarization, both in the Tx and Rx-bands. 
Index Terms—Reflectarrays, dipole arrays, cross-polar opti-
mization, satellite antennas. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A reflectarray antenna consists of a planar array of reflective 
elements illuminated by a feed (see Fig. 1), where the phase-
shift introduced by each element is pre-adjusted to appropri-
ately shape the beam [1]. Although narrow bandwidth is a 
severe limitation of reflectarray antennas, significant efforts 
have been done in the last few years to enlarge the bandwidth 
of these antennas. Different broadband reflectarray elements 
have been proposed, including stacked patches of variable 
size [2], patches aperture-coupled to delay lines [3] and 
multi-resonant coplanar elements [4], [5]. In [6] a broadband 
element consisting of two orthogonal sets of four parallel 
dipoles is introduced, which makes it possible to design a dual 
polarization transmit-receive reflectarray antenna. Although 
the element proposed in [6] also provides low levels of cross-
polar radiation, these levels are in the limit of the stringent 
requirements that are needed in satellite antennas [6], [7]. Low 
cross-polar reflectarray elements have already been reported 
[8], [9], but these elements do not provide enough bandwidth 
to design transmit-receive reflectarray antennas. 
In this work, we propose a cross-polar reduction technique 
for the transmit-receive reflectarray antennas designed in [6]. 
The technique makes use of small rotations of the dipoles 
of each element in order to minimize the cross-polar compo-
nents of the fields reflected by that element [10], [11]. The 
Fig. 1. Reflectarray antenna made of the elements with two orthogonal sets 
of dipoles that is shown in Fig. 6 of [6]. 
computation of those reflected fields is carried out under the 
local periodicity assumption [1] by means of a home-made 
software. The software is based on the Method of Moments 
in Spectral Domain (MoM-SD) [12] with multilayered Green's 
functions [13]. The entire domain basis functions used to 
model the current density on the dipoles are fitted to the 
geometry of the rotated dipoles, and their Fourier transforms 
are computed as shown in [14]. In order to validate the 
cross-polar reduction technique, the results obtained for a 
reflectarray antenna after application of the technique are 
compared with full-wave results obtained for the antenna with 
CST®, and good agreement is found. Also, the technique is 
used for the reduction of the cross-polarization in the the 
transmit-receive reflectarray antenna designed in [6]. 
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CROSS-POLAR REDUCTION 
TECHNIQUE AT ONE SINGLE FREQUENCY 
Fig. 1 shows the reflectarray antenna designed in [6], which 
is fed by a horn antenna whose phase center is located in 
the X - Z plane. According to Fig. 6 of [6], the elements 
consist of two orthogonal sets of four parallel dipoles (three 
coplanar dipoles and one stacked dipole) that control the 
reflected phase in each polarization. Let us assume the wave 
impinging on one of the elements of the antenna has an 
incidence direction given by the spherical coordinate angles 
0inc and 4>inc as shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of grating 
lobes (i.e., if the dimensions of the unit cell, a and 6, fulfill the 
conditions a < A0/ (1 + sen(9inc) and b < A0/ (1 + sen(9inc), 
where A0 is the free space wavelength), only the reflected wave 
propagating in the specular direction with wavenumber vector 
kref = -sené>inccos</>incx - sené>incsen</>incy + cosé>incz will 
contribute to the radiated fields. Let Eref , X-pol = ^ e f , X-polx + 
ref,X-pol ref,X-pol Ey, - p o y + E z , - p o z be the complex amplitude of the electric 
field reflected by the element in the specular direction when the 
electric field of the horn is polarized in the X - Z plane (see 
Fig. 1), and let E ref,Y-pol = Ex'Y-pol± + Ey 'Y-poly + Ez'Y-pol z 
be the complex amplitude of the electric field reflected by the 
element in the specular direction when the electric field of 
the horn is polarized in the y-direction (see Fig. 1). Both 
Eref,X-pol and Eref,Y-pol can be approximately computed by 
using the local periodicity assumption, i. e., by assuming that 
the element is located in a periodic environment. In this work, 
the computation of Eref , X-pol and Eref,Y-pol has been carried 
out by means of the MoM-SD [12] based on multilayered 
Green’s functions [13]. Entire domain basis functions that 
account for edge singularities have been used to model the 
current on the dipoles. Since in this work the dipoles are 
rotated for cross-polarization reduction, the transformations 
proposed in [14] are applied to the basis functions and to their 
Fourier transforms so that the basis functions fit the geometry 
of the rotated dipoles. Once the complex amplitudes of the 
reflected electric fields in the specular direction Eref, X/Y-pol are 
known, the complex amplitudes of the corresponding reflected 
magnetic fields in the specular direction will be given by 
jrref,X/Y-pol _ rrref,X/Y-pol ~ , rrref,X/Y-pol - , 771 
x y J1 
ref,X/Y-pol 
1 
Zo 
1 
Z 
k x E ref, X/Y-pol 
re 
(£ z f, X/Y-pol sen<9incsen</>inc + £ref, X/Y-pol cos 0inc ) x 
+ (£ref, X/Y-polsen<9inc cos </>inc + £ x ref , X/Y-pol cos 0inc y 
- (£ r e f , X/Y-polsen<9inc cos </>inc - £ re f , X/Y-polsen(9incsen</>inc ) z ] 
(1) 
where Z0 is the free space impedance. 
When the values of Eref , X/Y-pol and Href , X/Y-pol are known 
for each specific element, the equivalent currents J e s = 
z x Href , X/Y-pol and J m s = -z x Eref, X/Y-pol can be computed 
in that element, and the radiated fields can be computed in 
terms of the equivalent currents in all the elements of the 
antenna as explained in [15]. It turns out that the equivalent 
currents are computed in terms of the complex amplitudes of 
the tangential reflected electric and magnetic fields on each el-
ement of the reflectarray, i.e., in terms of E ref,X/Y-pol 
ref,X/Y-pol H 
reflected fields E 
pref,X/Y-pol 
^ref,X/Y-pol This means that the components of the 
ref,X-pol 
y and H ref,X-pol will contribute to cross-
polar radiation fields when the reflectarray is illuminated by 
a feed horn polarized in the X - Z plane. And that in case 
the reflectarray is illuminated by a feed horn polarized in the 
y-direction, the components of the reflected fields E ref,Y-pol 
andi i ref,Y-pol will contribute to cross-polar radiation fields. 
These cross-polar components of the reflected fields (i.e., 
E ref , X-pol Hx**°, Ex'^°l and ify'Y-pol ) can be reduced by 
means of small rotations of the two sets of parallel dipoles in 
each reflectarray element. Let the two rotation angles be o.X 
and aY, as defined in Fig. 2. Note the rotations of the two 
sets of dipoles are made around axes which are orthogonal 
to the plane containing Fig. 2, and pass through the points 
of coordinates (xelem = xX-Polyelem = yX-Pol) and (xelem = 
XY-PohJ/elem = S/Y-Pol) in Fig. 2. The rotation angles will be 
positive if the rotations are counterclockwise. Otherwise, the 
rotation angles are negative. 
Fig. 2. Reflectarray element defined in [6, figure 6] with rotated dipoles. 
In order to minimize the cross-polar contributions of the 
reflected electric and magnetic fields in each element of a 
reflectarray operating at one single frequency, we define the 
following cost function: 
f(aX,aY) 
£<X-pol 
^Y-pol 
E ref,pol-X (aX , aY) ? + \Z0Hx ol-X (aX , «Y) ? 
\E ref,pol-Y Ox (aX,aY)\2 + \Z0Hr e0fvol-Y (aX,aY)\2 
+ 
(2) 
where CX-pol and CY-pol are constant coefficients. The rotation 
angles aX and aY will be optimized in order to minimize 
the cost function f(aX,aY) defined in (2). The constant 
coefficients CX-pol and CY-pol can be adjusted to give priority 
to the minimization of the cross-polarization in either the X-
polarization (feed horn polarized in the X - Z plane) or 
the Y-polarization (feed horn polarized in the y-direction). 
In this work, the minimization will be carried out by means 
of Fletcher-Powell algorithm [16]. We would like to point out 
that the minimization of the function f(aX,aY) is carried 
out in each element of the reflectarray. So, the problem of 
the minimization of the cross-polarization of the antenna does 
not require to handle the whole reflectarray antenna (which 
would require the iterative analysis of a large electromagnetic 
problem with a prohibitive computational cost), but the set 
of the separate antenna elements (which requires the iterative 
analysis of many small electromagnetic problems dealing 
with just one unit cell). Since the element rotations should 
minimally distort the copolar radiation pattern of the antenna 
without rotations, the rotation angles will be restricted to vary 
in the range -6° < aX, aY < +6°. 
I I I . VALIDATION OF THE CROSS-POLAR REDUCTION 
TECHNIQUE AT ONE SINGLE FREQUENCY 
In order to validate the cross-polar reduction technique 
proposed in the previous section, we have designed a square 
reflectarray antenna of size 240 x 240 mm at 11.95 GHz. 
The reflectarray is designed to radiate a focused beam in the 
direction 0beam = 16.9° and ^eam = 0° (0beam and </>beam are 
defined in the Fig. 1). The reflectarray consists of 400 elements 
arranged in a 20 x 20 grid with cell size a = b = 12 mm. 
The reflectarray elements will be those shown in Fig. 2, and 
the substrate parameters and geometrical relations employed 
will be those used in Section II.C of [6] in the case where 
aX = aY = 0°. The reflectarray is assumed to be illuminated 
by a pyramidal horn, whose phase center is assumed to be 
located at the point of coordinates X = -85.3 mm, Y = 0 
mm and Z = 281 mm with respect to a system of coordinates 
with origin at the center of the reflectarray (see Fig. 1). This 
feed horn provides an illumination level at the reflectarray 
edges of 11 dB below the maximum. A full wave analysis 
of the horn has been carried out by means CST® in order 
to obtain the electric and magnetic fields at the aperture of 
the horn. These fields have been used to compute the incident 
field on each element of the reflectarray by using the angular 
spectrum of plane waves [17] (which means that the near-field 
of the horn has been used to rigorously compute the incident 
field on each reflectarray cell) 
The reflectarray antenna is first designed in the case where 
the rotation angles aX and aY of Fig. 2 are zero in all the 
elements of the reflectarray. Fig. 3(a) shows the values obtained 
in that case for the cost function defined in (2). Then, the 
angles aX and aY are optimized in all the reflectarray elements 
for which 0inc > 10° (the elements for which 0inc < 10° 
have not been taken into account in the optimization process 
because their contribution to cross-polarization is negligible). 
The results obtained for the cost function after optimization 
are shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the cost function is signif­
icantly reduced in the optimization process. Fig. 4 shows the 
values obtained for the rotations angles, aX and aY, in each 
reflectarray element after the optimization process. 
The radiation patterns obtained for the reflectarray antenna 
before the optimization process and after the optimization 
process are shown in Fig. 5. The results have been obtained 
with both our home-made software and commercial software 
CST®. In the case of our home-made software, the radiation 
fields are efficiently computed in terms of a F F T of the 
equivalent currents on the aperture of the reflectarray [15], 
and the equivalent currents are computed via MoM-SD while 
assuming local periodicity. In the case of CST®, a full-
wave simulation of the whole antenna is carried out without 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3. Values of the function defined in (2) in each reflectarray element. 
(a) Prior to optimization process. (b) After optimization process. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 4. Values of the rotation angles after the optimization process. (a) Values 
of αX (deg).(b) Values of αY (deg). 
using local periodicity. Whereas the analysis of the whole 
reflectarray antenna took around 8 hours in a computer with 
2 Intel Xeon Processors (6 cores per processor), 2.1 GHz of 
clock frequency and 128 GBytes of RAM memory, our home-
made software only took 27 seconds in a computer with 1 
Intel i5 processor (2 cores per processor), 2.6 GHz of clock 
frequency and 8 GBytes of RAM memory. The enormous 
amount of CPU time required by CST® in a very powerful 
computer prevented us from analyzing an antenna with a 
larger number of elements. Note that the agreement between 
our home-mode software and CST® is acceptable, and it is 
excellent in the angular region of the main lobe. Figs. 5(a) 
and (b) show that the rotation of the dipoles makes it possible 
a reduction of roughly 5 dB in the level of the cross-polar 
radiation for X-polarization, which ensures a level of cross-
polar discrimination of 34 dB for the antenna with rotated 
dipoles. Similar results have been obtained for Y-polarization. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 5. Simulated radiation patterns in azimuth plane for the focused beam 
reflectarray antenna in the X-polarization. (a) Prior to optimization process. (b) 
After optimization process. Co-polar (CP) and cross-polar (XP) components 
are shown. 
IV. CROSS-POLAR REDUCTION FOR THE 
TRANSMIT-RECEIVE REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA 
Let us consider the transmit-receive (Tx-Rx) dual-
polarization reflectarray antenna designed in [6]. This antenna 
generates a pencil beam in the direction é>beam = 16.9° and 
b^eam = 0° at the frequency bands 11.3 - 12.6 GHz (Tx) and 
13.75-14.25 GHz (Rx) for both polarizations. The reflectarray 
is illuminated by a corrugated circular horn with very low 
levels of cross-polarization. The phase center of the corrugated 
horn is assumed to be located at the point of coordinates 
X = -193 mm, Y = 0 mm and Z = 635 mm (see Fig. 1). The 
radiation pattern of the corrugated horn has been modeled as 
cos9(0), where q varies with frequency. The feed illuminates 
the edges of the reflectarray with a taper of -10 dB for Tx-
band and -13 dB for Rx-band. 
In order to minimize the cross-polar contributions of the 
reflected electric and magnetic fields in each element of the 
reflectarray operating at both frequency bands Tx and Rx, we 
define the cost function /Tx-Rx (aX, o.Y) as 
C l [ |E ref,pol-X (/0, aX, aY ) | 2 + |E ref,pol-Y (/0, aX, aY ) | 2 
i=Tx,Rx 
+ |Z0H ref,pol-X ( / 0 , « X , « Y ) | 2 + |Z0fr y ef,pol-Y ( f0, « X , « Y ) | 2] 
(3) 
where /0Tx = 11.95 GHz and / 0 R x = 14.00 GHz. The constant 
coefficients CTx and CRx can be adjusted to give priority to 
the minimization of the cross-polarization in either the Tx-
band or the Rx-band. As in the case treated in Sections II and 
III, the rotation angles aX and aY are optimized in order to 
minimize the function / T x R x (aX , aY). To create a minimum 
distortion in the copolar radiation patterns obtained before 
dipoles rotation, the rotation angles are restricted to vary in 
the range -6° ≤ aX, aY ≤ +6°. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 6. Simulated radiation patterns in azimuth plane for the Tx-Rx 
reflectarray antenna with rotated dipoles in the Tx-band. (a) Results for X-
polarization. (b) Results for Y-polarization. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 7. Simulated radiation patterns in azimuth plane for the Tx-Rx 
reflectarray antenna with rotated dipoles in the Rx-band. (a) Results for X-
polarization. (b) Results for Y-polarization. 
Figs. 6 and 7 show the values of the co-polar and cross-
polar radiations patterns generated by the focused beam Tx-
Rx reflectarray antenna designed in [6] after the optimization 
process in which the dipoles have been rotated to minimize the 
cost function defined in (3). By comparison with the results 
plotted in [6], one can check that the level of cross-polar 
radiation has been reduced by roughly 10 dB in the case of 
X-polarization, and roughly 5 dB in the case of Y-polarization. 
As a consequence of this, the minimum level of cross-polar 
discrimination is 40 dB for the X-polarization (in the Tx band), 
and 35 dB for the Y-polarization (in the Rx band). 
V. CONCLUSION 
A cross-polar reduction technique has been proposed for 
reflectarray antennas. This cross-polar reduction technique is 
based on the rotation of the reflectarray elements. In particular, 
the rotation angles that minimize the cross-polar components 
of the reflected electric and magnetic fields in each element 
are sequentially determined via an optimization process. The 
reflected fields in the different elements are computed by 
means of a home-made MoM software while assuming local 
periodicity. In order to validate the cross-polar reduction 
technique, the results obtained for an optimized antenna at one 
single frequency are compared with results obtained by means 
of CST®, and excellent agreement is found. The cross-polar 
reduction technique has also been applied to a Tx-Rx dual-
polarization reflectarray antenna operating at two frequency 
bands. The results obtained indicate a minimum reduction of 
10 dB in the cross-polar radiation for one polarization and a 
minimum reduction of 5 dB in the cross-polar radiation for 
the orthogonal polarization, these reductions being obtained 
at both the Tx and Rx frequency bands. 
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